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This shoutout is to all the LHDs in NC!
STD Services During The COVID19 Response

• The TATP are currently collecting and reviewing survey data from all 85 health departments/districts

• Shout out to all the LHDs for continuing to offer STD services

  • **85% are still able to offer STD services 5 days a week!**
To be continued...
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Projected CCTO Migration Timeline*

6pm - Thursday, March 11
- Case/Contact first text/email continue
  Case and contact records continue to flow from NC COVID. Initial text/email notification continues through shutdown
- Contact Daily Assessments Stop
  Contacts receive a text or email with their quarantine/testing information, but do not receive a link to the landing page or have the ability to submit contact information or elect into monitoring

12pm - Friday March 12
- Current CCTO Software becomes Read-Only
  The current CCTO software is locked and becomes read-only; records can still be reviewed

9am - Monday March 15*
- CCTO Data Copied to New CCTO Instance
  Access to the CCTO software will be limited to read-only access during the migration period.

9am - Monday March 15*
- New URL Provided
  The new system is available for editing and populated with all records including those created during the shutdown

*Current projections – may be moved to the following weekend
What will happen to case and contact records during the CCTO data migration?

**CASE RECORD**
A case investigator enters a case’s information into NC COVID during the migration period OR case enters NC COVID via electronic lab reporting.

**CONTACT RECORD**
A contact tracer enters a contact’s information into the NC COVID contact tracing package during the migration period.

Information automatically flows from NC COVID into CCTO and creates a new profile.

CCTO will send automatic digital notifications to any available methods of contact for the person.

Profiles in CCTO will be read-only during the migration period. Case investigators/contact tracers will be able to access this record and review Text Notification Status but will not be able to make any changes until the migration period is over.

For contacts identified by staff/LHDs not using the NC COVID contact tracing package during the migration, please follow your local protocol. We are hoping to provide a template to capture contact information that can be uploaded by LHD or CCNC staff into CCTO.
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March StrongSchoolsNC Guidance Updates

• Schools should only use remote learning options for higher-risk students and for families opting for remote learning for their children.

• K – 5th Schools should return to in-person instruction to the fullest extent possible up to five days per week under Plan A or Plan B.

• 6th – 12th Schools should return to in-person instruction to the fullest extent possible up to five days per week under Plan B.

• K-12 COVID testing guidance live

• Other minor updates include inserting new up-to-date links from CDC guidance, formatting changes requested from the field, etc.
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# CVMS Updates
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Q & A